APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
Where do you want to go? What problem will you solve?

Bridge360 develops market-ready, turnkey software solutions on time, on budget and built to spec, as well
as business-ready applications customized to your unique operation. Our application developers provide
innovative yet pragmatic solutions, translating lines of code into dynamic products and solid business processes.
We have experienced project managers, architects and business analysts to guide your team through each stage of
development.
CLIENT SPOTLIGHT
When this renowned luxury and lifestyle retailer found their
e-commerce application behind the times, we helped them make it
current and cutting edge in time for their fashion launch. Bridge360
pushed technology beyond its documented capabilities for a tailor-fit
solution and a successful fashion debut.

CUSTOM
DEVELOPMENT

We help define your requirements, write specifications and design, develop, test
and integrate software.
Regardless of your application’s platform or technology requirements, Bridge360
has the expertise to deliver. We match our technical competencies and capabilities
to address the complexity and demands of your project. We offer two
engagement models to fit your needs:
• Full life-cycle application development where we accept start-to-finish
responsibility for analysis, design, testing, implementation, and integration of
systems.
• Cooperative development which aligns our experts with yours to jointly
build your IT solutions.

METHODOLOGIES &
COLLABORATION

We are well versed in a number of frameworks used to structure, plan, and control
the process of developing an application.
This includes the pre-definition of specific deliverables and artifacts that are
created and completed to develop or maintain your application.
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Our team is experienced and conversant in:
METHODOLOGIES

COLLABORATION TOOLS

PMI			

Confluence

CMMI			

On-time

Agile			

Sharepoint

IEEE			

Team Foundation Server (TFS)

Rational		

Jazz

TECHNICAL
ENVIRONMENTS

OPERATING		

Bridge360’s developers are at home in a wide variety of
technical environments. Our technical capabilities span
COBOL to C#, .net to Ruby on Rails.
MIDDLEWARE /		

PROGRAMMING 		

APP DEV (IDE)		

DATABASES

SYSTEMS			TRANSACTION		LANGUAGES		/ FRAMEWORK / CMS
			PROCESSOR
IBM (iSeries/AS400)		Bamboo			Adobe Flash		Core Websphere		DB2
									Solutions			(iseries/AS400)		
IBM z/OS			CICS			C			Drupal			DB2 z/OS
Linux			IMS TP			C++			Eclipse			DB2 for UNIX 		
												Linux & Windows
Mac OS			J2EE			C#			Infragistics			IMS DL/1
Solaris			JIS			COBOL			JQuery			MySQL
MS Windows		MS/Exchange		ColdFusion			MS Office			Oracle
			Weblogic			CSS			MS Silverlight		SQL/Server
			Websphere MQ		HTML			Struts
			Websphere App Server		HTML5			Visual Studio
			Windows.net		Java			EKTRON
						PERL		
						PHP		
						PL1		
						Python		
						XML		

About Bridge360

Bridge360 is a custom software and application developer. We specialize in
solving complex problems at every phase of the software development
lifecycle, removing roadblocks to help your software and applications reach
their full potential in any market. On the path to software excellence, you can
trust our expertise, diverse technical proficiencies, speed and efficiency to
translate your vision to motion, no matter where you are in the process - no
matter where you want to be.
The Bridge360 customer base includes system integrators, government
agencies, software companies and world technology leaders, and small to
enterprise businesses across the globe. Clients spanning industries from legal
to healthcare, automotive to energy, and high tech to high fashion count on
us to clear a path for success.
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